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ABSTRACT

A computational study was performed for steady and

oscillatory flow control over a hump model with flow separa-

tion to assess how well the steady and unsteady Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes equations predict trends due to

Reynolds number, control magnitude, and control frequency.

As demonstrated previously, the hump model case is useful

because it clearly demonstrates a failing in all known turbu-

lence models: they under-predict the turbulent shear stress

in the separated region and consequently reattachment oc-

curs too far downstream. In spite of this known failing, three

different turbulence models were employed to determine if

trends can be captured even though absolute levels are not.

The three turbulence models behaved similarly. Overall they

showed very similar trends as experiment for steady suction,

but only agreed qualitatively with some of the trends for os-

cillatory control.

INTRODUCTION

The effective control of flow separation promises sub-

stantial performance improvements for a wide variety of air

vehicles. Although the methods are well known, there is

very little by way of theory or numerical models that can ad-

equately predict lift enhancements, drag reduction, etc. An

attempt was made to address this problem by conducting

a CFD validation workshop for synthetic jets and turbulent

separation control (Rumsey et al. , 2006a) where one case

was dedicated to predicting the nominally two-dimensional

flow over a hump. The baseline (uncontrolled) case was con-

sidered in addition to control by means of steady suction

(Greenblatt et al. , 2006a) and zero-net-mass flux (oscilla-

tory) blowing (Greenblatt et al. , 2006b). The workshop

determined that CFD with steady or unsteady Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS or URANS) consistently

over-predicted the reattachment location, regardless of tur-

bulence model or method. Within the separation bubble,

most computations predicted velocity profiles well but con-

siderably under-predicted the magnitude of turbulent shear

stresses. Large-eddy simulations and other costly methods

appear capable of overcoming this deficiency, but the focus

of the current study is on the more affordable RANS and

URANS methodologies. See, e.g., Krishnan et al. (2006),

Morgan et al. (2006), and Saric et al. (2006).

Although these individual test cases were challenging to

CFD codes, only a single test case was considered for both

steady suction and zero-net-mass flux blowing. During the

course of the experimental investigation, however, steady

and unsteady surface pressures were acquired for a wide

variety of control parameters, including Reynolds number,

suction flow rate, and frequency and blowing amplitude in

the zero-net-mass flux case. By comparing trends of nu-

merical results with experimental data, it should be possible

to draw more precise conclusions regarding CFD’s value for

predictive purposes. Furthermore, a number of important

experimental observations were made and it is not known

if CFD codes are capable of predicting them. For exam-

ple, by varying the suction flow rate and comparing these

results to high Reynolds number data, the control effec-

tiveness was found to increase substantially with increasing

Reynolds number. In addition, for the oscillatory case,

the flow was seen to be highly dependent on control fre-

quency and peak blowing amplitude. Different, sometimes

counteracting, mechanisms dominated the separated flow-

field during different parts of the control cycle. To explore

some of these issues, a detailed parametric study using the

URANS equations is described here.

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The computer code CFL3D (Krist et al. , 1998) solves

the three-dimensional, time-dependent, Reynolds-averaged

compressible full Navier-Stokes equations with an upwind

finite-volume formulation (it is exercised in two-dimensional

mode of operation for the 2-D cases in this study). The

Navier-Stokes equations are averaged using Favre averaged

variables. Upwind-biased spatial differencing is used for the

inviscid terms, and viscous terms are centrally differenced.

In time-accurate mode, CFL3D uses pseudo-time stepping

with multigrid and achieves second order temporal accuracy.

With pseudo-time stepping, subiterations are used to reduce

the linearization and factorization errors, and advance the

solution to the next physical time.

Three different turbulence models are used in the current

study: the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model (Spalart and All-

maras, 1994), Menter’s k-omega SST model (Menter, 1994),

and the nonlinear explicit algebraic stress model in k-omega

form (EASM-ko) (Rumsey and Gatski, 2003). The turbu-

lence models are implemented uncoupled from the mean-flow

Navier-Stokes equations. They are solved using a three-

factor implicit approximate factorization approach.
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Table 1: Steady suction cases.

Re ×106 cµ, % ṁ, kg/s

0.5574 0.24 0.0152

0.5574 0.73 0.0263

0.5574 2.59 0.0495

0.936 0.030 0.0053

0.936 0.076 0.0084

∗0.936 0.24 0.0152

0.936 0.47 0.0208

0.936 0.73 0.0263

2.0 0.03 0.0053

2.0 0.24 0.0152

2.0 0.47 0.0208

16.0 0.03 0.0053

16.0 0.24 0.0152

16.0 0.47 0.0208

32.0 0.03 0.0053

32.0 0.24 0.0152

RESULTS

Flowfield Conditions

The wall-mounted hump model had a chord of c = 0.42

m, height of 0.0538 m at its maximum thickness point, and

width of 0.5842 m. The configuration was two-dimensional,

and experimental results were demonstrated to be nominally

2-D. The flow control slot was located near 65% c; this was

close to where the flow separated in its uncontrolled state.

A summary of the flowfield conditions studied is provided

in Tables 1 and 2. A star appears next to the particular

cases used in the workshop in 2004. The Mach number for

all computations was M = 0.1. For the steady suction cases,

the steady mass transfer momentum coefficient is defined by:

cµ =
ρhU2

j

cq
(1)

where h = 0.00187c is the slot height, Uj is the total jet

velocity, and q is the freestream dynamic pressure. The

cµ corresponds with a steady mass flow rate (given by ṁ)

sucked through the slot. For the unsteady oscillatory cases,

the oscillatory flow momentum coefficient is defined by:

〈cµ〉 =
ρh〈Uj〉2

cq
(2)

where 〈Uj〉 is the root-mean-square of the total jet velocity.

The cµ and 〈cµ〉 parameters are typically used in exper-

iments to characterize flow-control blowing levels and are

cited as percentages throughout this paper. However, for

the purposes of CFD, it is much easier to characterize the

levels using ṁ for steady suction and by maximum outflow

velocity Upeak for oscillatory control. Furthermore, for the

oscillatory cases, the reduced excitation frequency is defined

as F+ = fX/U∞, where X is the distance from the slot

to flow reattachment point for no flow control. For the pur-

poses of CFD, it is easier to use f . A great deal of additional

information concerning this case can be found on the website

for the validation workshop. 1

1http://cfdval2004.larc.nasa.gov, [cited 3/2007].

Table 2: Unsteady oscillatory control cases.

Re ×106 〈cµ〉, % Upeak, m/s F+ f , Hz

0.936 0.11 27 0.46 83.1

0.936 0.013 8 0.77 138.5

∗0.936 0.11 27 0.77 138.5

0.936 0.354 48 0.77 138.5

0.936 0.11 27 1.39 249.3

0.936 0.11 27 2.00 360.1

16.0 0.11 27 0.77 138.5

Computational Details

The 2-D computations used a fine-level 4-zone grid with

208,320 cells. The jet slot and cavity were included in the

hump model computations. Many of the computations used

a “medium level” version of the grid consisting of every other

point in each coordinate direction, or 52,080 cells. Several

grid studies were performed, both here as well as in previous

work for the workshop cases (Rumsey, 2006b). These stud-

ies indicated that there were almost no differences between

mean flow quantities (either long-time-averaged or phase-

averaged) on the two grid levels, and less than 5% difference

in turbulence quantities. Time step studies were also per-

formed for the oscillatory control case, and indicated that

using at least 180 steps per period in conjunction with 20

subiterations per time step was sufficient to yield little per-

ceptible change in results. For all results to be shown here,

360 steps per period were used.

Two different grid families were used, depending on the

Reynolds number. Both had the same number of points,

but the grid used for Re = 16 and 32 million had a finer

minimum spacing at the wall, ∆y/c = 1×10−6 on the finest

level (compared with ∆y/c = 8× 10−6 for the grid used at

lower Re). On the medium level, this spacing yielded an

average minimum y+ of 1.5 at Re = 32 million, and 0.8 at

16 million, where y+ represents normal-distance wall units

y
√

(τw/ρ)/ν. At lower Re, the average minimum y+ was

at most 1.1 on the medium level. All grids extended from

x/c = −6.39 upstream to 4.0 downstream. The top tunnel

wall was included, although the shape was slightly altered

to account for blockage caused by the endplates (Rumsey,

2006b). A view of the medium level grid (52,080 cells) used

for Re of 2 million or less is shown in Fig. 1.

The boundary conditions were as follows. At the floor

and hump surfaces, as well as at the side walls inside the

cavity, solid wall adiabatic boundary conditions were ap-

plied. At the front of the grid, a far-field Riemann-type

boundary condition was applied. At the downstream bound-

ary the pressure was set to approximately freestream, and

all other quantities were extrapolated from the interior of

the domain. The top tunnel wall was treated as an invis-

cid wall for all of the computations shown here. At the

bottom of the cavity, the boundary condition for steady suc-

tion set the u-velocity component to 0 and v-velocity such

that the mass flow matched experiment. For the oscilla-

tory cases the velocity components were set with u = 0 and

v = [(ρv)max/ρ]cos(2πft), where f is the frequency and t

is the time, and (ρv)max was chosen in order to achieve a

maximum outflow velocity magnitude at the exit plane near

to the target Upeak from the experiment.

Results for Steady Suction

As mentioned in the Introduction, historically all RANS
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methods applied to this case have yielded results with too

long a separation bubble, because they under-predicted the

magnitude of the turbulent shear stress in the separated re-

gion. An example is shown in Fig. 2. Here, experimental

streamlines for the steady suction case from the workshop

are compared with CFD results using SA. In the experiment,

the flow reattached near x/c = 0.94, but in the CFD, the

reattachment occurred near x/c = 1.1. Although not shown,

similar results were obtained for other turbulence models.

For the current study, an example of the type of differ-

ences generally seen between the three turbulence models

tested is given in Fig. 3 for one of the steady suction cases.

Here, the SA model gave the best agreement with exper-

iment and EASM-ko the worst, but all three models were

reasonably similar to each other. The computed pressures

in the region between x/c = 0.65 and 1.2 were all quite dif-

ferent from experiment. This result was consistent with the

general finding that the differences between the turbulence

models were generally much smaller than the differences be-

tween CFD and experiment.

In spite of the fact that we know that CFD using RANS

is incapable of obtaining the same quantitative result as

experiment in terms of reattachment position, we turn to

the question of whether it is capable of predicting trends.

Fig. 4 gives surface pressure coefficients at Re = 0.936 mil-

lion for a range of different cµ coefficients (0.030%, 0.076%,

0.24%, 0.47%, and 0.73%). The CFD exhibited a similar

trend as experiment, but the physical details were clearly

not correctly modeled. As cµ increased, the separation ex-

tent decreased similarly for CFD and experiment, but the

CFD predicted pressure drop downstream of the slot instead

of a steeper pressure recovery observed in the experiment.

The cp levels over the forward portion of the hump agreed

extremely well with experiment at all cµ conditions.

In the experiment, Greenblatt et al. (2006a) noted a

clear Reynolds number effect both at cµ = 0.24 and cµ =

0.47, despite the small Reynolds number range tested (from

Re = 0.557 million to 1.1 million). Comparisons with a

similar hump model (Seifert and Pack, 2002) at a much

higher Reynolds number of 16 million showed a continuing

Reynolds number effect, which was most evident when com-

paring form-drag on the respective models (see discussion

below). In the CFD results, there was also a clear trend

of increasing effectiveness with increasing Reynolds number,

as shown in Fig. 5. The largest differences occurred be-

low a Re of 16 million. This trend is further elucidated in

Fig. 6, which summarizes the effect of cµ and Re on bubble

length (XB/c). Here, the general trend of decreasing bubble

length with increasing cµ is evident. The only experimental

data available were at the lowest Re of 557,400 and 936,000.

The experimental results appeared roughly linear on this log

plot. The CFD results were also fairly linear at the lower

cµ, but they tended to drop down at the higher cµ. Overall,

CFD produced a slightly shallower slope than experiment,

along with a significantly longer bubble at the same Re. The

change between Re of 557,400 and 936,000 was similar for

CFD as experiment. The most dramatic shortening of the

bubble, as predicted by the CFD, occurred below Re = 16

million; the shortening was small between Re = 16 million

and 32 million. Coincidentally, the XB levels from CFD at

the highest Re matched fairly well with the experimental

levels at the lowest Re.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of cµ on pressure drag coefficient.

Here, experimental results from Seifert and Pack (2002) at

a higher Reynolds number of 16 million are also shown. As

noted in Greenblatt et al. (2006a), in spite of small geometric

and setup differences that resulted in different baseline cdp

levels, overall there was a clear trend of increasing control

effectiveness with increasing Re. A similar trend was also ev-

ident in the CFD results, although the cdp levels were lower

than in the experiments. To better compare the trends, suc-

tion results are shown relative to results with no control for

Re = 0.936 million in Fig. 8. Here, the computed cdp trend

relative to baseline for all three turbulence models is in good

agreement with experiment relative to its baseline, and com-

puted bubble length trend relative to baseline is of correct

magnitude but shallower slope than experiment.

Results for Oscillatory Control

Although streamlines are not shown here, the long-time-

averaged bubble size for the oscillatory control case was

always over-predicted using RANS. However, as discussed

in Rumsey (2006b), the relative motion of the large-scale

convected vortical flow structures caused by the pulsed

jet/suction were predicted fairly well compared with exper-

iment for the workshop case. Fig. 9 shows comparisons of

phase-averaged cp at maximum blowing for different 〈cµ〉
and different F+. As for the workshop case, overall the

three turbulence models gave results in reasonable qualita-

tive agreement with experiment. However, EASM-ko tended

to be less diffusive, maintaining stronger vortices and yield-

ing larger peaks in pressure (particularly for F+ = 0.46).

The effect of Reynolds number on long-time-averaged

cp is shown in Fig. 10. Here, the experimental results at

Re = 16 million were from Seifert and Pack (2002), so

small geometric and setup differences may have caused some

of the differences in experimental results. Over a smaller

Reynolds number range (0.58 million to 1.1 million), Green-

blatt et al. (2006b) found no noticeable Reynolds number

effect, possibly due to saturation of control authority. Be-

tween Re = 0.936 million and 16 million, CFD exhibited

a small increase of control effectiveness: the bubble length

decreased from XB/c = 0.601 to 0.536 and cdp decreased

slightly from 0.023 to 0.022. Although not shown, results

using SST and EASM-ko were qualitatively similar to SA.

The effect of 〈cµ〉 on cp is shown in Fig. 11. The ex-

periment showed a lowering of the pressure downstream of

the slot, accompanied by a shortening of the bubble with

increasing 〈cµ〉, but the CFD exhibited almost no difference

at all at the two lowest blowing conditions tested. Because

of this, a higher blowing velocity not corresponding with any

experiment was run (Upeak = 63 m/s) in order to better es-

tablish the trend in the CFD. (This condition is not listed in

Table 2 because the precise oscillatory momentum coefficient

corresponding to Upeak = 63 m/s is not known; however, it

is estimated to be near 〈cµ〉 ≈ 0.65.) With this additional

run included, it is clear that CFD followed a similar trend as

experiment at the higher blowing coefficients. The experi-

ment also indicated that the flowfield “saturated” in terms of

giving its most negative minimum cp in the separated region

when 〈cµ〉 = 0.11%. In the CFD, there was also a pressure

drop in the bubble, but it was more gradual than the ex-

periment and minimum cp occurred for both 〈cµ〉 = 0.013%

and 0.11%. Then higher 〈cµ〉 produced higher pressure lev-

els in the bubble. Although not shown, results using SST

and EASM-ko exhibited similar trends to SA.

The effect of F+ on cp is shown in Fig. 12. In the exper-

iment, increasing F+ produced slightly smaller separation

bubbles up to F+ near 1.39, but then the trend reversed at

higher F+. In the CFD, no such trend was seen. Instead,

if anything, the bubble lengths increased slightly with in-
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creasing F+, but the differences were generally very small.

Another noticeable trend in the CFD (not seen in the ex-

periment) was a pronounced peak in the minimum bubble

pressure at F+ = 0.46, and higher minimum levels at higher

F+. Although not shown, this peak was even more pro-

nounced for the SST and EASM-ko results.

Finally, Fig. 13 shows cdp as a function of 〈cµ〉 for two

different F+ using all three turbulence models. As with the

steady suction case, the CFD under-predicted the absolute

cdp levels, but the general trend of relatively flat cdp for

〈cµ〉 < 0.11 appears to be similar to experiment. (Com-

pare this plot with Fig. 7, which indicates a negative slope

over all of the cµ range.) In the experiment, this appar-

ent ineffectiveness at low 〈cµ〉 was due to offsetting effects of

shortening bubble and increasing pressure drop immediately

downstream of the slot, but in the CFD the trend was due

to the fact that 〈cµ〉 had little effect on the average pressure

distribution. At higher F+, the CFD predicted lower cdp

(like experiment), but the difference was nearly half that

seen in the experiment. The three turbulence models dif-

fered by as much as 17%, with SST predicting the highest

drag levels and SA the lowest.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An extensive computational study was conducted with

RANS and URANS and three different turbulence models

in application to the hump model case from a flow control

validation workshop held in 2004. Many of these cases were

not part of the workshop itself, but were included in the

experiment. They included investigations into the effects

of Reynolds number, control magnitude, and control fre-

quency, and have not been computed before. The purpose

of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of RANS

and URANS CFD for predicting trends in this type of flow

control application.

In summary, all three turbulence models performed sim-

ilarly, in the sense that differences between the models were

generally much less than differences between CFD and ex-

periment, although the SA model was slightly superior to

the others. For steady suction, CFD appeared capable of

qualitatively predicting the effects of Reynolds number and

cµ, and this was clearly evident by comparing bubble length

and form-drag changes. Nevertheless, the pressure recovery

details were not correctly predicted. The fact that both ex-

periment and CFD showed a strong Re effect is important

because the majority of experiments are performed at low

Reynolds number laboratory conditions (Re ≤ 1, 000, 000)

and are assumed to remain valid under typical flight condi-

tions with Re at several tens of millions.

For oscillatory control, the CFD indicated increasing ef-

fectiveness in the mean with increasing Re, but the effect

was not nearly as pronounced as with steady suction. This

was consistent with the data of Greenblatt et al (2006b), but

at odds with that of Seifert and Pack (2002) and therefore

no firm conclusions could be drawn. CFD did not appear to

mimic the mean effect of increasing oscillatory momentum

coefficient very well. In particular, at levels less than about

〈cµ〉 = 0.35, CFD results showed little improvement over no

flow control at all. At 〈cµ〉 > 0.35, CFD started to show pro-

nounced influence due to higher amplitude blowing/suction.

Some effects due to changes in control frequency were cap-

tured qualitatively by CFD in the phase-averaged results,

but trends in the mean (long-time-averaged surface pres-

sures) were missed.
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Figure 1: View of medium-level grid (52,080 cells).
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Figure 2: Streamlines for steady suction case, Re = 0.936

million, cµ = 0.24; CFD shows results using SA model.

Figure 3: Surface pressure coefficients for steady suction

case, Re = 0.936 million, cµ = 0.47.

Figure 4: Effect of cµ on surface pressure coefficients for

steady suction, Re = 0.936 million; CFD shows results using

SA model.

Figure 5: Effect of Reynolds number on surface pressure

coefficients for steady suction, cµ = 0.24; CFD only, showing

results using SA model.

Figure 6: Bubble length as a function of cµ for steady suc-

tion; CFD shows results using SA model.

Figure 7: Pressure drag coefficient as a function of cµ for

steady suction; CFD shows results using SA model.
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Figure 8: Bubble length and pressure drag coefficient rela-

tive to baseline (no control) as a function of cµ for steady

suction, Re = 0.936 million.

Figure 9: Phase-averaged surface pressure coefficients be-

hind the hump at maximum blowing phase of the cycle for

oscillatory control; Re = 0.936 million.

Figure 10: Effect of Reynolds number on long-time-averaged

surface pressure coefficients for oscillatory control; 〈cµ〉 =

0.11%, F+ = 0.77; CFD shows results using SA model.

Figure 11: Effect of 〈cµ〉 on long-time-averaged surface pres-

sure coefficients for oscillatory control; Re = 0.936 million,

F+ = 0.77; CFD shows results using SA model.

Figure 12: Effect of F+ on long-time-averaged surface pres-

sure coefficients for oscillatory control; Re = 0.936 million,

〈cµ〉 = 0.11%; CFD shows results using SA model.

Figure 13: Pressure drag coefficient as a function of 〈cµ〉 for

oscillatory control; Re = 0.936 million.
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